Free Registration in NABR!

Did you know that the North American Bison Registry (NABR) is offering FREE registration of parentage DNA tested bison? This is a promotional campaign aimed to build up the North American Bison Registry, a crucial tool in the continued restoration of the American Bison.

Eligibility:
- Current NBA member who has conducted Parentage DNA testing by the University of California Davis;
- Animals must have permanent USDA identification;
- Animal must include a photo.

If your animals are or have been DNA PARENTAGE tested through a source other than the University of California Davis, they may be registered for a discounted fee of $15 per entry. Get all the details and register and test your animals at bisoncentral.com/bison-registry/.

Roosevelt, Hornaday, Goodnight, Allard, Dupree and many more names we all know for being credited as saviors of the North American Bison. How do you want your chapter of the ‘Story of the Great American Bison’ to look?
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